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Abstract
Lean manufacturing is a technique to eliminate different waste, but before
waste elimination, it required a waste relationship matrix with lean strategies
to find out their impact on waste. In this paper, matrix used to identify the
different non-value adding Lean Wastes (LW) which are; Overproduction,
Waiting, Inventory, Transportation, Over-Processing, Motion, Flaw/Fault,
Workforce, Worker Fatigue, Work in Process, Process Fail. Also, there are
numbers of Lean Manufacturing Strategies (LMS) which are used to eliminate
these wastes. But question is that which lean strategy is more effective for
selected lean waste. Here, a lean waste correlation sheet and relationship
model will be developed to make lean system more effective. With the help of
this model, there will a sharp idea that what lean manufacturing strategy will
be more effective. A correlation model will generate to find out the
appropriate lean manufacturing strategy.
Keywords: Lean manufacturing strategies, Lean waste and Waste
relationships model.
INTRODUCTION
Lean manufacturing is a valuable innovative tool to eliminate different industrial
waste. Basically, waste can be assumed as three types: value added waste, non value
added waste and necessary non value added waste. Waste is undesirable for industry
and can be eliminated but it is too difficult to eliminate completely. So it is required to
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find out the optimum solution which will help to eliminate. This paper will focus on
those lean manufacturing strategies which are most relevant to eliminate respective
lean waste.
Literature :
Lean focused that if lean system implemented properly than profit will be high
(Delattre, 2002). This correlation is needed with lean manufacturing strategies (LMS)
with lean waste (LMS) with lean waste (LW), can find the better strategy for
identified waste. The main benefit is to lift industrial production rate and employees
as well as customer satisfaction (Singh, Garg, Sharma,&Grewal, 2010). During lean
manufacturing is implemented correctly in industry; production efficiency will rise
and industrial waste will lessen in form of inventory, work load, standardization from
etc. (Seth & Gupta, 2012). In manufacturing subdivision, new philosophies to
maximum efficiency and less waste is lean manufacturing. Appropriate execution of
different lean manufacturing strategies provides profit and much more (Delattre,
2002). Lean manufacturing grownup in on the whole production yield and supremacy
up customer satisfaction and the workers satisfaction too (Singh, Garg,
Sharma,&Grewal, 2010).
LITERATURE
A variety of styles are proposed by researchers to calculate industry leanness like
logical impression of hierarchal process which was urbanized for industries judgment
of leanness (Agarwal et al., 2006). In this development, systematic pair-wise
comparison will use to review industrial leanness score. Though, most of papers used
integrated index to calculate industrial leanness with fuzzy logic tool.
The identified Lean waste are:1. Overproduction
2. Waiting
3. Inventory
4. Transportation
5. Over-processing
6. Motion
7. Flaw/Fault
8. Workforce
9. Worker Fatigue
10. Work In Progress
11. Process Failure
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Also there are some lean manufacturing strategies which are used to eliminate
different industrial waste. Every strategy have different
1.

5’S

2.

JIT

3.

Kan-Ban

4.

Kaizen

5.

TQM

6.

SMED

7.

TPM

8.

VSM

9.

Cellular Manufacturing

10.

Lean Training

11.

Zero Defect Concept

12.

Lean Thinking

WHY NEED A CORRELATION MODEL
After study the different industries, it found that it is impossible to eliminate different
types of industrial wastes even mostly developed industries is also not able to do it.
The reasons are so many i.e. workers skills, new technology, machine type, changing
environment etc. There are also many mathematical formulas to calculate these types
of industrial waste but main question are:


Why the waste is generated?



What is form of these wastes?



What is the different most responsible reason?



How much waste calculated?



Strategies to eliminate/minimize these wastes?



Selection of best strategy o eliminates these wastes?
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Lean Wastes
(Overproduction,Waiting,Inventory,Transportation,
Overprocessing,Motion,Flaw/Fault,Workforce,
Worker Fatigue,WIP,Process Failure )

Lean Manufacturing Strategies
(5’S,JIT,Kan-Ban,Kaizen,TQM,SMED,TPM,VSM
Cellular Manufacturing,Lean Training,
Zero Defect Concept,Lean Thinking)

Figure 1. Lean waste v/s Lean manufacturing Strategies
The correlation model of lean waste and lean manufacturing strategies must
understand to achieve a better lean manufacturing strategy impact to eliminate
identified lean waste. Wastes can be measured in form of Qualititative or
Quantitative, according to the type of waste in order their relationships. A
“manufacturing metric” a standard to describe the performance of manufacturing
process that can be measured, by which all working employees can efforts to achieve
their target (Feld, 2001). After study the lean literature, there are very less data
available for lean correlation metrics in the existing literature realize the necessities.

Figure 2. Industry Lean Process
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Here figure 2 represents the industrial process during lean implementation. This paper
derive correlation matrix which can be used for decision making system. With the
help of this model, waste elimination possibility can be increase to industrial waste
without affecting quality with best appropriate lean manufacturing strategy. Mostly
papers focused on the only lean waste study or only lean manufacturing study, but
there is a lack in literature of correlation between these both important terms. With
help of this correlation, a static and dynamic condition of industry can be measured.
Table: 1

Tool/ Technique

Requirements

5S

Decrease overall waste of time & motion.

Automation

Cut human attempt and deliver precise system.

Continuous Flow

Ensuring the constant flow during the work stream.

Continuous Improvement

Efforts to provide improvements every time to improve
industrial efficiency rate.

Kan-Ban

Plan manufactures flow with less work-in-process.

Kaizen

Every little good change is better.

Single Minute Exchange to
Die (SMED)

To reduce time and cost thus release ability and enabling the
manufacture in small lots.

Cellular Manufacturing

Design/Redesign the working cells to make process in better
output.

Six Sigma

Develop work quality, work performance and work systems.

Team Development/Training Motivation to worker is a best way to work in quality.
Total Productive
Maintenance

Make sure uptime; get better process potential and
uniformity.

Total Quality Management
(TQM)

Advance quality by avoiding faults from regular process.

Value Stream Mapping
(VSM)

Create in your mind of working processes and their lean
manufacturing principles.

Visual Management

To provide immediate, visual information that enables people
to make correct decisions and manage their work and
activities.

Work Standardization

To ensure that all workers execute their tasks in the same
manner and thus reduce variation from differences in work
method.
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Flexible manufacturing
System (FMS)

To provide a systematic flexible change in manufacturing
environment like layout, methods, machine etc.

Production leveling

Reduce unevenness and waste in industry.

Inventory Management

Put all inventory products in a proper sequence to supply
these items in proper network.

Zero Defect Concept

To eliminate all possibility which are responsible for
wastage.

WIP (Work in Process)

WIP is the summation of all investment factors i.e. all types
of costs puts during process.

Lean Thinking

Discover new ideas to deliver much comfort level and
benefits to industry with eliminating waste.

Toyota production system discovers the seven wastes but in further study, they can be
converted into other types also. Details of these wastes are:Table: 2


Overproduction

It means excess that wants which requires time, money,
employees extra efforts and extra inventory etc.



Waiting

It is the waste which is ineffective and time consuming
during one process to another. Waiting is different types,
which are: job plan, order, machine parts and e-mail etc,
these all are the waiting waste.



Transportation

It’s a workstations progress with different machine tools,
parts etc. which assumed as a non value added work. In the
calculating form, the cost and time is high and also may be
a cause of mishap.



Inappropriate/O
ver processing

When an extra work happens on work piece or machine to
avoid rejection or for perfect working, it is
inappropriate/over processing, which is very pricey
sometimes. It also time and money consuming which divert
workers behaviors.



Excessive
inventory

When push system work without any order, goes a waste in
form of excessive inventory. And also money and time
require carrying this type of waste which is nit value added
work.
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Basically it is a part of ergonomics which is a strong
relation of man and machine. It happens when workers
needs to twist, movement from workstation to another
place. There are the following examples :
1. Layout of machine and its parts to get minimum
movement.
2. Motion between process to take tools and machine
parts.
3. Arrangement of all records and files at correct place.
4. Insertion of all required tools to hand.
5. Less talk of workers during work etc.



Defects

Defects are also non value added work which happens with
different reasons, i.e. less worker concentration, poor tool
quality, poor inspection etc. which provides poor work
piece quality that creates unsatisfactory customer.

Table: 3
S. No.

Waste

Identity of waste

1.

Overproduction

Time-persistent measure
(Kelton et al., 2007)

2.

Waiting

The time spent waiting (Kelton et al., 2007)

3.

Inventory

Time-persistent measure of WIP inventory (Kelton et
al., 2007)

4.

Transportation

Percentage of time spent in transportation

5.

Over-processing

Over processing during operation (Aitken et al. 2002)

6.

Motion

Percentage of time spent in motion (Abdulmaleka
and Rajgopalb 2007)

7.

Flaw/Fault

Any mistake (Naylor,Naim and Berry1999)

8.

Workforce

Load on worker

9.

Worker Fatigue

Worker comfort

10.

Work In Progress

Continuous operation

11.

Process Fail

Incomplete process (Nordin et al. 2010)

of

finished

inventory
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

After study lean manufacturing and their strategies and lean waste literatures, results
is that there is less model to select right lean strategy for respective waste. According
to Roslin et al. (2014), selection of good lean strategy is not easy. This paper focuses
on effective selection for lean strategy. It is very clear to see that lean strategy used to
eradicate industrial waste but important to select suitable lean strategy.
METHODOLOGY
This research work is based on case study of manufacturing industry and analysis of
literature of lean manufacturing, different lean waste and lean manufacturing
strategies. Here is a collection of special research papers associated to lean
manufacturing strategies and related lean waste. After study these papers, a related
sheet is prepared between lean strategies and lean waste. The results show in table 4.
This result is according to the lean manufacturing strategies used and lean waste
research papers which are studied. The study held in literature and validate in
industry; then a relation is generate as model. This model will help to find suitable
lean manufacturing strategies.

Figure 3
In figure 3, a process making is discussed to generate model.
CONCLUSION/RESULT
This paper shows the lean manufacturing strategies impact on lean waste which is
very important to make available a better solution for industry to select good strategy
for related waste as shown in table 4. It will help to save the implemented cost and
time also for industry which results a high efficiency. As literature shows that it is
very vast area to study and implementation, so it need some relation (figure 4)
parameters to give better results like shows in this paper. So the research gap was
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which strategy is better for connected waste and this paper trying to solve it according
to literature study. So as per this paper, a literature study of lean manufacturing
strategies and lean waste studies and a relationship model has been generate.

Lean Waste

Lean Thinking

Zero defect concept(ZDC)

Lean Training

Cellular Manufacturing

VSM

TPM

SMED

TQM

Kaizen

Kan-Ban

5'S

Lean Strategies

JIT(Just In Time)

Table 4

if waste identified to improve by industry , then1, or 0 if not

1. Overproduction

H 0

H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Waiting

H 0
H H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0

H

H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H

H

`

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0

0

7. Flaw/Fault

H H
H 0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8. Workforce

H 0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H 0
H
10. Work In Progress
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0

H

H

0

0

H

0

0

H

H

H

0

11. Process Fail

0

0

H

0

0

H

0

0

0

H

0

3. Inventory
4. Transportation

H

0

H
5. Over-processing
6. Motion

H

9. Worker Fatigue

0

Here “H” means highly impact
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Wastes

•Lean Manufacturing Stratgies

•JIT
Overproduction
•Cellular Manufacturing
Waiting
•5'S, JIT, Kan-Ban
Inventory
•Lean Thinking
Transportation

•JIT
Over-Processing

Motion

Flaws/Faults

Workforce

•5'S, VSM

•TQM

•TQM

•Cellular Manufacturing
Worker fatigue

WIP

Process Fail

•JIT, WIP, SMED, Cellular Manufacturing, Lean training, ZDC

•TPM, Kaizen, ZDC

wastes

Figure 4. lean waste and lean manufacturing strategies relation
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